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Introduction—Proof of Resilience

» In July 2017, the Natural Gas Council1 released “Natural Gas Systems:  Reliable and 

Resilient”(NGC Report) (attached as Appendix A), a report detailing the characteristics of 

the U.S. natural gas industry that contribute to its reliability, resistance to weather-related 

interruption of service, including the ability to compensate for any operational issue and 

to recover rapidly.

» Beginning one month after the release of the NGC Report, a series of significant weather 

events—two hurricanes and the combination of the Northeast freeze and the Bomb 

Cyclone—tested the natural gas industry. The industry’s performance through the stress 

test of those three widely varied and tumultuous events fully reinforced the conclusions 

of the NGC Report.

» This study examines that industry performance in detail.  It has been compiled from a 

review of press accounts, government reports, and detailed interviews with affected 

companies.  

4Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Why These Three Storms?

From Gulf Storms and Flooding:  Hurricane Harvey

» A traditional Gulf hurricane affecting offshore production, but then flooding and 
immobilizing the fourth largest U.S. city and the headquarters of much of the natural 
gas pipeline industry.

To Extreme Wind and Flooding in Populated Areas:  Hurricane Irma

» A fierce South Atlantic and Gulf storm moving the length of the heavily populated 
state of Florida, which relies on natural gas for power generation more than any other 
state in the U.S., with some extended impact north into Georgia and the Southeast.

To a Deep Freeze and Extreme Winter Conditions:  The Bomb Cyclone

» An historic Northeast deep freeze, exacerbated by the “Bomb Cyclone,” a snow and 
ice hurricane affecting Northeast production areas and the most densely populated 
region in the U.S., the East coast.

The 2017-2018 storms spanned the full range of potential 

weather impacts on the natural gas industry.
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Definition of “Resilient”

» The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines “resilient” as follows:

a: capable of withstanding shock  without permanent deformation or rupture. 

b: tending to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change.2

» For the natural gas industry, in the context of the last year’s weather events and 
incorporating the Department of Energy’s definition of resilience,3 the working 
definition may be translated to:

▪ Able to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and withstand and recover 
rapidly from disruptions.

▪ Able to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally 
occurring threats or incidents.

» Ultimately the test is whether commitments to customers can be met regardless 
of the degree of stress that is caused by a weather event.  As this study 
demonstrates, the natural gas industry passes this test with flying colors.

6Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Overall Conclusion:  Industry 

Resilience in a Wide Variety of Storms

» This study concludes that the industry proved remarkably resilient in all three weather 
events for reasons directly traceable to the characteristics described in the NGC Report

▪ Planning and preparation, combined with the physical characteristics of the industry, resulted in 
very few operational issues that impaired supply or capacity, in any of the three storms.

▪ In all cases where any such issues could have impaired firm pipeline service, the industry was 
able to “work around” the issues, through rerouting of gas, operation of storage, or cooperation 
among interconnected pipelines, resulting in no impact on firm customers’ service.

▪ There was no meaningful curtailment of local distribution companies' delivery of natural gas to 
end-users reported in any of the three storms—the limited curtailments caused by facility 
damage were not meaningful, since repairs were complete by the time evacuations were lifted 
and consumers were back on site and requiring service.

» Though some constraints in the Northeast resulted in elevated prices and the use of 
alternate fuels for generation, these were not due to a shortfall in physical capacity 
necessary to satisfy firm contracts. Northeast constraints were the result of market 
participants exhausting their contractual entitlements to pipeline capacity. Market 
participants facing constraints either had no such contractual entitlements, or had 
used them up.
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Some Notable Specific Observations 

Bear Out the Resilience Finding

» In the two major hurricanes, the real news about the natural gas industry was that there 

was no news.  

▪ The industry performed normally throughout both storms.

▪ In the face of large transmission-driven power outages in Florida, steady gas industry 

performance enabled backup generation, distributed generation and combined heat and power 

installations to continue to operate, protecting high-priority needs.

» In the Northeast, impacts of the exhaustion of committed firm capacity in New York and 

New England resulted in spot-price-driven impacts in power markets, but did not result in 

a loss of reliability for gas or for power, and gas consumers shielded from spot prices by 

firm contracts were protected from local price spikes.

» In the Mid-Atlantic market, PJM indicated that no gas-fired generation outages were the 

result of a failure of firm transportation.

▪ A decision by PJM to operate some coal facilities briefly in lieu of gas-fired generation was 

misinterpreted by the Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) as 

a failure of gas-fired generation.

▪ PJM directly corrected the NETL assertion, clarifying that the decision was strictly economic, as 

coal became briefly less expensive than natural gas—gas supply to generators remained fully 

available.

8Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Summary Conclusion:  Three Varied Tests, 

Three Successes for Industry Resilience

Hurricane Harvey Hurricane Irma “Bomb Cyclone”

» Traditional Gulf of Mexico 
hurricane & flooding 
seriously affected the 
Texas region including 
Houston.

▪ 51 inches of rain 

▪ $125 billion in damage 
(costliest in history)

» Customers:  No end-use 
curtailment.

» Pipelines:  Minor, short-
term restriction of firm 
service on pipelines with 
damaged compressor 
stations briefly affecting 
exports but no end-users.

» Spot prices:  a “non-
event”’; stayed in $2.80-
$3.00 range.

» Fierce Atlantic/Gulf of 
Mexico storm swept the 
most natural gas-
generation intensive state.

» Power was out; natural 
gas was not.

▪ Power lines were down.

▪ Gas distributed generation 
still worked.

» Customers:  Very minor 
short-term end-use 
curtailment to evacuated 
areas; (did not affect 
customers—they weren’t 
there).

» Pipelines: No restrictions 
on firm pipeline service

» Spot prices:  a ‘non-
event’; stayed in $2.80-
$3.00 range

August 2017 September 2017 Dec./Jan. 2018

» Historic Northeast deep 
freeze/snow & ice hurricane

» Customers:  LDC customers 
fully served.

» Pipelines:  
▪ Firm customers fully 

served between their 
contractual points.

▪ Interruptible and 
secondary-firm service 
limited as firm customers 
used the space they had 
paid for.

» Producers:  Some freeze-
offs, but storage and 
cooperative relationships 
among pipelines covered 
shortfalls.

» Spot prices:  Spiked in the 
Northeast, at the outlet of 
the pipelines, but Henry Hub 
and Marcellus saw only 
minor effects. 
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I. NGC RELIABILITY REPORT AND 

INDUSTRY BACKGROUND:
A HISTORY AND CULTURE OF RELIABILITY

The July 2017 NGC Report explained in detail the factors that make the 
natural gas industry reliable and resilient, resulting in a 99.79 percent 

success rate in meeting its customers’ firm-service requirements.

10Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

The NGC Reliability Report

» The 2017 NGC Report addressed five main aspects of the natural gas industry:

▪ History of reliability and the reasons for it;

▪ System security, both physical and cyber;

▪ The role of firm pipeline contracts in ensuring service;

▪ The role of regulation in dealing with reliability at both federal and state levels; and

▪ The role of storage in supporting reliability.

» The NGC Report explained why the natural gas industry is inherently reliable and 
resilient, with the most important variable for pipeline customers being the level of 
contractual assurance to which they commit and the most important variable for end-
users served by LDCs being how the LDC is regulated.

» The NGC Report found that the pipeline industry exhibited a 99.79 percent reliability 
in fulfilling its firm contract obligations (primary service between contractual points) 
over the ten years through 2016.
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The NGC Report--Characteristics

» The NGC Report emphasized four key characteristics of natural gas support reliability 

and resilience:

▪ Underground: The extensive underground location of facilities protects them from weather 

impacts;

▪ Line Pack: Transmission pipelines incidentally store gas at pressure (called “Line Pack”) 

which provides a buffer that can mitigate the effects of abnormal operating conditions; and

▪ Network Reliability:  The network configuration of the pipeline industry means that, in the 

event of an outage, there is usually a “work-around” that allows continued service to LDCs 

and directly-connected consumers. 

▪ Confined Impact:  Physical configuration limits impact of a disruption; not susceptible to 

‘cascading events’ such as those on electric transmission systems

» The NGC Report also explained the benefit of the transition from offshore (mostly 

Gulf of Mexico) production to diverse resources onshore; the shale revolution has, in 

essence, “hurricane-proofed” the industry. 

12Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council
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The U.S. Natural Gas Industry Is 

Large and Very Resilient

» Over 300,000 Miles of transmission pipe

» Over 200 Transmission Companies 

» Largest natural gas market in the world

» Production dispersed across 30 states and 

500,000 natural gas wells

» Over 300 active storage fields

Interstate
Intrastate

Security of Service:

» Most pipeline facilities are 
buried, protected from weather.

» Cyber exposures are managed 
through layered protection, 
isolation of operating systems, 
etc.

» The size and configuration of 
the grid enables substantial 
redundancy to compensate for 
any physical pipeline outage.

» During most pipeline events, 
service is maintained with a 
“work-around” and 
collaborative help from other 
pipelines, similar to mutual aid 
in the electric industry.

14Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Customer Choice of Firm vs. Interruptible Service  

Matters When Assessing Reliability

Firm Pipeline Service
» Customer pays a fixed monthly charge to 

reserve capacity between specific points on the 
pipeline, essentially leasing space whether gas 
flows or not. 

» This is the highest-priority service, provides 
underpinning for pipelines to invest capital.

» Firm service is analogous to reserving and 
paying for a seat on an airline in advance.

» High record of reliability:  industry 99.79% 
reliable in fulfilling firm contracts 2007-2016.

Marketer Transportation 
Options 
» Marketers offer contract options too, such as 

rebundled packages to provide flexible service on 
the pipeline throughout 24-hour gas day, along with 
a range of other service options.

Interruptible Pipeline Service
» Customer pays per unit, only as gas actually 

flows, incurring no cost if gas does not flow.

» Interruptible is a lower priority service than 
firm, subject to availability of pipeline capacity 
with no guarantee of service. 

» Pipelines generally do not invest capital to 
support interruptible service.

» On high-demand days, if customer has only 
interruptible transportation and is seeking 
natural gas on the day-ahead market,  customer 
choice is limited to spot markets that are higher-
priced. 

» Interruptible service is analogous to flying 
stand-by.

» Customer accepts risk of unpredictability on 
peak demand days in exchange for lower costs.

» [SEE APPENDIX B FOR MORE DETAIL ON 
SERVICES]

Transportation service is a choice by the customer that determines predictability of 
customer service and financial underpinning for pipeline.  Choice of service must be 
factored in when assessing reliability.
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II. THE 2017 HURRICANES

HARVEY AUGUST 24- SEPTEMBER 2

IRMA SEPTEMBER 7-13

FIERCE, BUT “NON-EVENTS” FOR THE INDUSTRY

The 2017 hurricanes, caused a great deal of damage, but essentially 
became inconsequential events for the natural gas industry, thanks to 

the characteristics and preparation of the industry.

16Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

The Gulf Storms—A Busy Year

» Harvey(Aug-Sept) 
profoundly affected 
Houston, and had 
barely passed 
when Irma hit 
Florida.

» Irma (Sept) tracked 
the length of the 
state resulting in 
64% of power 
being lost (per 
EIA).

» Then Maria (Sept) 
hit in the islands in 
the Caribbean, 
creating an 
additional logistics 
crisis.
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Harvey Had a Record Impact, but the 

Natural Gas Industry Performed Normally

» Hurricane Harvey made landfall south of 

Houston, turned back out to sea, came back, 

stayed in place, then made landfall again at 

Port Arthur.

» The resulting rain totaled 51 inches in Houston, 

and Port Arthur sustained both flooding and 

wind damage.

» Harvey was the costliest storm in U.S. history, 

inflicting damages estimated at $125 billion.

» Yet the natural gas industry continued to 

perform normally before, during, and after the 

storm. 

Source:  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Landfall:  August 24, 2017

End:        September 2, 2017

18Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Irma Took Out Power Region-Wide, but Gas 

Stayed on and Performed Normally

» Hurricane Irma ultimately 

threatened, but was not centered 

over the Gulf.

» It went straight up the West Coast 

of Florida, causing widespread 

damage throughout the state that 

relies on natural gas for electricity 

more any other.

▪ Power was out. 

▪ Natural gas supply was unimpaired 

to all users, including distributed 

generation.

▪ While power outages also 

happened in Georgia, Alabama, 

and the Carolinas, none were 

related to unavailability of natural 

gas supply.

» Throughout, gas performed 

normally, allowing alternative 

generation to operate.
Source:  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/NASA

Landfall:  September 7, 2017

End:        September 13, 2017
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Service During Harvey Continued Normally, 

Due to Resilience and Preparation

» Harvey’s impact spanned the Houston metropolitan area, smaller cities south (Port 

O’Connor, etc.) and smaller cities to the Northeast (Port Arthur, etc.). 

» Utility and pipeline emergency protocols, well-established from experience with 

hurricanes, were implemented and were effective.

» There was no failure of service to end users.  At the LDC level, it  was necessary in 

many instances, for safety reasons, to turn off gas service to end-use residences and 

businesses that had been flooded, in the same way that power was intentionally 

disconnected at such locations.  Neither was a failure of service, merely a normal safety 

precaution in the face of severe flooding.  

» Several compressor stations in South Texas and Louisiana were closed for safety 

reasons, with some actual damage.  Minor compressor station damage resulted  in 

limited restriction of firm service on the affected pipelines, but restrictions were short-

term and minor.  End-use customers did not experience any failure of natural gas 

service as pipelines successfully worked around any issues.  

20Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Reliability of Natural Gas was 

Unaffected by Harvey

» The most widespread problem caused by Harvey was severe flooding.  Fortunately, 

high-wind damage was limited, thus avoiding widespread power outages from damage 

to transmission and distribution lines.   Gas-fired generation performed normally, with no 

impairment of natural gas supply.

» The most pronounced impacts of Harvey involved mobility.

▪ For pipelines headquartered in the Houston area, this meant operating systems and managing 

customer nominations using remote locations and distributed networks.

▪ For the gas distribution system, this meant needing to reach areas of severe flooding to turn off 

gas for safety reasons, in flooded residences and businesses.

▪ Impassable roads meant that large fleets of boats and large trucks were necessary to locate 

crews where they were needed.

» The Texas Railroad Commission reported no significant problems for natural gas 

facilities or operations.

» Thanks to natural gas resilience, Harvey—the most costly storm in U.S. history—was a 

fully manageable event for natural gas service.
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Pipelines and LDCs Delivered 

During Irma

» Irma did not cause any restrictions to firm pipeline service.

» Very limited end-use curtailment took place, due to damage to LDC lines from uprooted 

trees.

▪ The duration was only 24 hours until repairs were accomplished.

▪ Meanwhile, since residents had been evacuated for safety reasons, the limited service 

interruptions were insignificant.

» Storm damage incurred by the gas industry primarily involved above-ground LDC 

facilities such as buildings.  Damages did not affect reliability of service.

22Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Henry Hub Spot Prices 

Through Harvey and Irma

Spot market price behavior can be a good indicator of whether any pipeline 
constraints exist that may eventually cause pressure on service.  Through both 
Harvey and Irma, no constraint-driven price behavior was observed.

» Harvey and Irma were non-
events for Henry Hub prices.

» Prices stayed in the $2.80-$3.00 
range throughout both storms.
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Irma: Widespread Power Outages, 

No Meaningful Gas Outages

» Irma’s impact spanned the entire Florida peninsula, plus areas of states such as 

Georgia (although at lower intensity than in Florida). Utility and pipeline emergency 

protocols, well-established from experience with hurricanes, were implemented and 

were effective. 

» The most widespread energy problem caused by Irma was damage to power 

transmission and distribution systems, causing the loss of 64 percent of Florida’s 

electric load (EIA “Today in Energy,” December 21, 2017).  Two nuclear units went 

offline, but there are no reports of gas-fired generation failing to run when needed.  

Primarily, the loss of load caused all generation to operate at low levels or not at all.

» But natural gas service continued normally, with pipelines and LDCs both avoiding 

major impairment—gas flowed even when power could not.

» Thus, those customers with distributed gas generation, combined heat and 

power, and gas-fired emergency generation were able to maintain power service.

24Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Shale Gas Has Hurricane-Proofed 

the Industry for a Decade

» This experience was very different from past experience with Gulf hurricanes.

▪ Historically, Gulf hurricanes had a serious impact on supply availability from offshore, 

creating sudden supply-demand imbalances that drove prices up.

▪ Physical supply was maintained, primarily by pulling very hard from other areas such as 

Texas.

▪ While service remained resilient, there were significant economic consequences in the form 

of higher natural gas prices caused by the supply-demand balance and pipeline bottlenecks 

moving gas from Texas.

» Due to the shift from largely Gulf of Mexico supplies to regionally diverse onshore 

shale production, this phenomenon has vanished. Shale gas has “hurricane-proofed” 

the industry for over a decade.

» Appendix C is an American Petroleum Institute discussion of storm impacts on the oil 

and gas industries.  The discussion identifies no natural gas issues.  Shale-driven 

abundance has caused natural gas supply to be a solution, not a problem.
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Hurricane Proofing Shows By Comparing 

2005, 2008, and 2017

» The surge in abundant onshore production has made hurricanes a non-event with respect 

to price volatility, as compared with 2005.

» Aside from the obvious impact of shale-driven abundance in lowering the overall non-

hurricane levels from $7.00 to $3.00, there was simply no spike in prices like that 

experienced in 2005. 

2017

The first full demonstration 

of this hurricane-proofing 

was in 2008: 

» Gustav and Ike 

affected the same 

level of offshore 

production as Katrina 

and Rita.

» But prices were flat 

despite the storms, 

actually declining 

afterward.

26Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

FERC Saw Hurricanes as 

Very Important in 2005. . . 

» The impact of the 2005 storms was apparent in FERC’s State of the Markets report 

covering 2005.4 “Hurricanes Katrina and Rita” were the first words of the report.
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But a Non-Issue in 2017

» But the words “hurricane,” “Harvey,” and “Irma” do not appear anywhere in the FERC State 

of the Markets Report covering 2017.5

» The FERC market analysis clearly did not consider the hurricanes to be market “events.”

28Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

In Addition to Insulation from Offshore 

Losses, Industry Resilience Showed Onshore

» Harvey’s onshore impact went from approximately Port O’Connor to Port Arthur, with Houston’s 

massive population and industrial concentration in the center a a primary target.

» That arc defines the Houston Ship Channel (HSC) market area. 

» Service continuity for the HSC during the storm is strongly indicated by HSC prices that were 

actually more stable than during other portions of the summer, as shown below.
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Service/Price Continuity Also Prevailed 

for Irma and Pipeline Service to Florida

» Irma tracked up the west side of the Florida peninsula.  Price activity indicated no real Irma-

related impact on pipeline service

» The primary price index for the entry point into Florida, FGT Zone 3 shown below, tracked Henry 

Hub prices throughout the summer.

» During Irma itself, both level and volatility were below the results for the full summer.  (Florida 

city gate prices were only sporadically reported during the storm, but no major pipeline outages 

were reported, so FGT Zone 3 is representative of wholesale spot prices).

30Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

III. THE BOMB CYCLONE AND 

NORTHEAST FREEZE

RELIABILITY AND PRICE STABILITY 

FOR FIRM CUSTOMERS

The Northeast Bomb Cyclone provided a winter test of the natural gas 
network, in terms of both temperatures and wind. The industry passed 
with flying colors. Firm customers received full service, allowing access 

to reasonably priced supplies
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And then Winter—The Bomb Cyclone

» In the midst of a severe cold wave and blizzard 

beginning in December, the Bomb Cyclone 

descended on the East Coast in early January.

» A bomb cyclone, or explosive cyclogenesis, is 

a non-tropical hurricane-type disturbance that 

can happen at any time, but this winter’s was 

coupled with severely low temperatures and 

substantial snowfall.  It was technically labeled 

Winter Storm Grayson, but consistent with 

press reports, “bomb cyclone” has been used 

as shorthand for the combination of conditions 

that existed in the storm.6

» Regional spot gas prices were high, and 

national spot prices were temporarily elevated 

somewhat, but service was maintained.
Source:  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/NASA

Cold and Blizzard:         December 27, 2017

End of Bomb Cyclone:   January 7, 2018

32Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

Firm Service Was Unaffected During the 

Cold Snap

» Overall, there was no curtailment of service to firm end users served by LDCs.

» Firm pipeline customers received service between their stated contractual receipt and 

delivery points (Primary Firm service) with 100 percent reliability. 

» Since primary firm customers were fully utilizing their capacity, pipelines had little or 

no capacity left for lower-priority customers for whom that capacity had not been built.

» Firm end-users were unaffected by the limited instances (in both size and duration) of 

producer freeze-offs and pipeline outages. Gas storage and cooperative relationships 

among pipelines maintained supply and deliveries to the market. 
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Physical Reliability Was Very High

» In the Northeast, physical reliability was high throughout the winter event—retail gas 

consumers and wholesale gas customers with firm contracts received their supply to 

the full extent of their contractual rights.

» The primary observable impacts were in spot-market prices. The national and 

regional situations contrasted sharply.

» Nationally, Henry Hub prices increased briefly, averaging $3.76 for January as 

compared with a full-winter average of $2.99.

» Marcellus shale gas, in close proximity to East Coast markets, averaged 68 cents 

below the Henry Hub average for the winter, at $2.31 and was available at that price 

to East Coast customers holding firm pipeline capacity from the Marcellus.

» However, East Coast spot market customers, having not locked in firm pipeline 

access to these low-cost supplies during peak periods, were subject to high sellers’ 

market prices at pipeline outlets.

34Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

» Spot market customers paid a price:

▪ Over the course of the entire winter, customers relying on the spot market paid average 

regional spot prices of $6.74 to $7.61 for the winter, including the impact of a sharp 

temporary run-up during the Bomb Cyclone.  

▪ However, particularly during that sharp run-up, the actual volumes traded at the very high 

prices averaged at most 1 to 2 percent of the market.

▪ In other words, the extremely high prices did not affect a great deal of natural gas (see Slide 

36).

» Customers with firm transportation were shielded from the elevated spot prices:

▪ Customers who bought gas in the production areas and transported it through firm capacity 

or through arrangements with marketers were able to benefit from lower supply-area prices 

plus the actual cost of transportation. 

▪ These customers paid approximately $3.30 to $4.00 per MMBtu average for the winter 

(assuming $1.00 for pipeline transportation cost and rounding).

» In New England, rather than buy natural gas at the high spot prices, many generators 

turned to their dual-fuel capability to use oil, usually for economic reasons rather than 

because of an unavailability of natural gas supply.

Firm Customers Avoided any Run-Up in 

Local Spot Prices
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Northeast Infrastructure Constraints 

Led to Large Cold-Driven Spot Price Spikes

» The premium of as much as $4.31 (Algonquin minus the Marcellus price plus transport) 

is the price paid by customers without firm transportation.

» Only small volumes, 1 to 2 percent of the market, reported paying the extremely high 

prices reported at some Northeast city gates during the Bomb Cyclone.7

36Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

LDCs Avoided the Bulk of the Winter Spot 

Price Spikes by Using Firm Service

» Gas LDCs used committed firm transportation to reach low-price supply areas 

($3.30 to $4.00 delivered, as opposed to the regional spot prices of $6.74 to 

$7.61 for the winter).

▪ These base purchases constituted the bulk of each LDC’s portfolio, but each LDC 

planned its business to optimize cost-effectiveness.

▪ LDCs apportion their supply sources over “load duration curves,” to select the 

most cost-effective mix of firm transportation, storage, peak shaving such as 

propane-air or LNG, and high-price spot purchases, based upon the expected 

frequency or infrequency of severe weather spikes.

» Meanwhile, very little gas appears to have actually been traded at the very high 

prices.  Based on data from S&P Global Market Intelligence (SNL),8 less than 1 

percent in New England and less than 2 percent in New York City was traded at 

those high prices.
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The Summer Experience Demonstrates What 

Adequate Pipeline Capacity Could Mean

» Despite the high prices experienced during a harsh winter, the Northeast summer

experience (when electric load peaks for cooling demand) indicates how the region could 

perform with adequate pipeline capacity.

» In the summer (as demonstrated here by the actual history for  the summers of 2016 and 

2017), flexible pipeline capacity and nearby low-cost Marcellus shale gas yielded spot 

prices well below Henry Hub.  New York and New England had some of the lowest 

natural gas prices in the United States, and since that was during the electric peak 

season, power markets benefited.

38Prepared by RBN Energy LLC for the Natural Gas Council

IV. GAS-FIRED POWER IN 

THE BOMB CYCLONE

EXPOSING THE COST OF INADEQUATE 

PIPELINE COMMITMENT

Gas-fired generation with firm pipeline transportation performed 
normally during the Bomb Cyclone, while generation without firm 

pipeline transportation was exposed to high spot prices.  All necessary 
power generation received service.
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How Gas-Fired Generation Fits In

» Power generators are particularly affected by the firm-interruptible distinction, 

because a large number of generators rely on interruptible transportation despite their 

generation commitments to power markets.

» Debates around resilience at the Federal level are focused on electric service.

▪ In those debates, gas-fired generation tends to be singled out as  endangering electric 

reliability and resilience—but far too often without any real inquiry into generators’ contracting 

decisions.

▪ The resilience shown by the natural gas industry, as recounted in this study, translates to 

resilience of gas-fired generation, but only to the extent that generation commits to pipeline 

capacity through firm contracts.  Generators choose the level of reliability and resilience they 

desire from pipeline service.

» Thus, it is valuable to review the experience of generation during the Bomb Cyclone, 

primarily through reports of the RTO/ISO operators of organized markets and the 

observations of the EIA and FERC.
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Overall Conclusion as to Generation

» The regions heavy in gas-fired generation performed well during the Bomb Cyclone.  As 

noted, firm gas customers received their fuel as needed, without interruption.

» On a broader scale, when spot-price-dependent generation became very expensive, 

markets such as New England caused generators to move to alternate fuels, primarily 

oil.  

» In PJM, a market where generators make extensive use of firm transportation, the 

escalation in Henry Hub prices caused coal to be temporarily more economic, so the 

generation mix was adjusted to run existing coal plants.  Gas plants could have run at a 

higher level, but were held in reserve as “out of the money,” a statistic that was 

misinterpreted by DOE’s National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), and corrected 

by PJM as demonstrated in Slides 41-44.

» Overall, no threats to reliability were reported.  

» Outcomes were based on a series of economic choices.
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NETL’s Claim and PJM’s Response

» As noted, DOE’s NETL issued a report on the role played by coal and nuclear units 9

claiming that PJM’s dispatch of coal units during the Bomb Cyclone meant that there 

would have been a major reliability crisis without coal.

» PJM strongly contradicted that conclusion.10 PJM stated in no uncertain terms that its 

dispatch decision was purely economic, and that no resource shortage drove its 

choice to run coal plants.  Below are the NETL statement and PJM response:

NETL Report, Executive Summary at p. 1

“In PJM, the largest of the ISOs, coal provided the most resilient form of generation, due to available reserve capacity and on-site fuel 
availability, far exceeding all other sources (providing three times the incremental generation from natural gas and twelve times that from 
nuclear units);without available capacity from partially utilized coal units, PJM would have experienced shortfalls leading to interconnect-
wide blackouts.”

PJM Response to NETL, March 13, 2018 (emphasis added)

“PJM agrees that the report underscores the importance of a fuel-secure generation fleet to serve future demands.  But in 
PJM’s view, the report erroneously concludes that the relative economics of coal and nuclear vs. natural gas during the cold 
snap, which drove the dispatch of coal units (i.e., that the cost of coal was lower), indicates that the system would have 
faced “shortfalls leading to interconnect-wide blackouts” during this period.  As PJM demonstrated in its own report on 
system performance during the cold snap, PJM had adequate amounts of resources to supply power—the price of 
natural gas relative to coal and nuclear during the cold snap drove dispatch decisions.

During the cold snap, the region experienced an increase in the price of natural gas, which made coal resources (which 
often did not run under periods of lower natural gas prices) the more economic choice during times of high gas prices. But 
one cannot extrapolate from these economic facts a conclusion as to future reliability within PJM.
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EIA and RTO/ISO 

Reports on the Winter

» While PJM, ISO-NE, and NYISO all published post-mortem reports examining 

performance during the Bomb Cyclone,11 the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

published a single overall report on all three.

» The EIA report is included with this study as Appendix D. Its comprehensive view is 

best summarized by the main headline of the report:

“Market design changes and winter preparedness actions help Northeast and    

Mid-Atlantic electricity markets handle January’s bomb cyclone weather event.”
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EIA’s Overall Summary of Northeast 

Generation

» Of the three markets, only New England saw a sharp drop in gas-fired generation (the 

blue line) and a corresponding increase in alternate fuel during the Bomb Cyclone, 

representing the use of oil (black) to avoid high spot prices for generators that did not 

have firm transportation available.

» PJM (whose electric 

load was six times 

as large as either 

New England or 

New York) saw a 

significant increase 

in coal use (brown), 

rather than a turn-up 

of gas facilities.  As 

PJM has explained, 

this was strictly an 

economic decision, 

not a lack of 

availability of gas.
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PJM’s Tabulation Shows 

High Pipeline Reliability

» PJM’s report on the cold snap included a 
tabulation of the situation on 11 pipelines 
spanning its extensive footprint, from 
December 22 to January 8.12

» The tabulation itemized, by pipeline and by 
day, periods of no restriction (green), days 
covered by operational flow orders (OFOs, 
yellow), the restriction of “non-firm” service 
(orange), the restriction of flows to ratable 
takes (red), and the occurrence of force 
majeure outages (blue).  

» Out of 198 pipeline/day combinations, there 
were only eight days that experienced any 
force majeure events, and PJM clarified that 
all such events affected only non-firm 
service:

▪ “There were no reported firm capacity 
restrictions during this period, and all 
force majeure events were related to 
generators with interruptible capacity.”13
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Other Power Issues:  

More Clarity as to Forced Outages

» Within the RTO/ISO community, natural gas contracting decisions are often included 
in the overall forced outage.

▪ For example, as noted above, PJM indicated that there were no firm restrictions on pipeline 
service during the Bomb Cyclone.  However, the same report showed substantial gas-related 
forced outages:

▪ PJM’s language cited earlier made it clear that gas outages were the result of contract 
choices, not any failure on the part of the gas industry.

» It could be very helpful to provide more detail as to the reasons for forced outages in 
all situations.
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V. COMPANY CASE STUDIES
RELIABLE SERVICE FROM EVERY SECTOR 

THROUGHOUT THE WEATHER EVENTS

A summary examination of individual company experience 
demonstrates both the techniques and the success of company 

preparation and response.
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Overall Structure of Outreach

» Ultimately, this study effort reached out to 25 companies in the pipeline, production, 

and local distribution business, spanning areas affected by all three storms.

» Detailed responses or interviews were completed by two thirds of the survey 

population.

» The conclusions throughout this study incorporate the consensus observation of 

those companies, additionally informed by public information from various regulators 

and by reviews of both mainstream media and industry trade press sources.

» However, a few anecdotal or consolidated examples stand out as worth exploring 

here.
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Representative Pipeline Assessment of 

Generic Storm Impact (1)

This is an individual company’s summary, from a system that spans both the Gulf Coast and the 
Northeast.  The response epitomizes what was received from the major pipeline systems as their 
overall reaction to weather events, so is included here as generic guidance:

» Pipelines have very detailed and extensive Integrated Preparedness Procedures on how 
to handle various events that may impact the pipelines systems that cover operations, 
physical interruptions, weather events, and cyber events, to name just a few, that allow 
for a very quick response and recovery.

» Weather events such as hurricanes and or cold weather periods impact very specific 
areas of the pipelines and do not impact overall system operations or deliveries.

▪ Typically there is minimal to no impact to compressor stations along the Gulf Coast as they are 
built to sustain high winds and flooding.

▪ Stations shut in and personnel evacuated for safety are re-manned as early as possible.

▪ Pipeline to pipeline interconnectivity and other compression not impacted by the storms were 
sufficient to meet all firm obligations.

▪ Biggest impact to pipes during the hurricanes was the overall load decrease due to the electric 
infrastructure failure along the Gulf Coast—without power lines, there is nowhere for generated 
power to go, so gas-fired generation runs less, despite having access to fuel.
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Representative Pipeline Assessment of 

Generic Storm Impact (2)

» Bomb Cyclones (cold weather events) and hurricanes typically have very little impact to 

the pipeline systems.

» Very little generation load in New England is contracted for firm service; 

▪ Generation load desiring to obtain gas supply and deliver under interruptible services would most 

likely not flow during the Bomb Cyclone, leaving the generator to buy gas in a “seller’s market” at 

the outlet of the pipeline.

▪ Generation committed to firm transportation had reliable service.
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Example of Preparation Leading to 

Reliability in the Bomb Cyclone

» Planning and Briefing:

▪ Gas Control Leaders collaborated with Field Operations Leaders to understand the potential 

impact of the looming weather. From that collaboration, a facility staffing plan was developed to 

ensure reliability and accessibility of the facility at risk. 

▪ Update calls were implemented to provide a field assessment and current weather conditions. 

These calls occurred as needed, once a day, twice a day, or more frequently – depending upon 

circumstance. Gas Control monitored forecasts and increased line pack anticipating strong 

market pull. 

» Operation:

▪ Storage wells were in a ready state and strategically activated for optimized operational needs. 

▪ System health checks were conducted on real-time systems (SCADA) and members of the 

Technical Services team continued those health checks around the clock. 

▪ Field personnel stood ready around the clock to provide on-site support with compressor stations, 

measurement equipment and storage facilities across the system.

» Monitoring and Coordination:
▪ Members of the commercial operations team monitored electronic bulletin boards (EBB) of other 

3rd party pipes to understand other pipes’ risk for receipt, deliverability, and/or restrictions. 

▪ Members of the Mid- Atlantic Contingency Group (representing nearly 21 pipes – LDCs, 

Midstream, Producers, Pipelines, etc.) participated in meetings to share best practices and 

weather preparation activities.
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Sample LDC Preparations—

Harvey & Irma

» A variety of responses were received from utilities in both Texas and Florida, both being 

areas well used to hurricane impacts.  Thus, the types of preparations were very similar 

across the two areas.  A composite of the responses follows:

» Upon notice that a storm is likely, depending on the severity of the expected event, the utility 

implements various levels of the measures contained in its emergency operations plan 

(EOP).  These include:

▪ Updating and confirming contact lists for company personnel, regulatory agency, and pipelines;

▪ Testing emergency generators;

▪ Coordinating with first-response agencies to be ready to disable gas service if hazardous situations 

are present;

▪ Communicating with public agencies to be aware of transportation issues;

▪ Confirming availability of alternative transportation in the event of flooding;

▪ Ensuring that alternative communication mechanisms work in case of communication interruption;

▪ Briefing service and distribution crews for emergency response;

▪ Mobilizing fallback locations for operations coordination, service support, etc.;

▪ Arranging temporary housing for emergency-response and key operational employees.
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Sample Northeast LDC 

Preparations—Bomb Cyclone (1)

» Planning and Briefing:

▪ Staff meteorologist monitored government and contract weather services for developing weather 

systems to identify those that could adversely impact utility operations and/or 

infrastructure. Advisories were issued regarding progress, timing, and expected severity and impact.

▪ Conference calls were held to provide weather updates and to help ensure preemptive steps 

required in each organizations Emergency Response Plans were implemented.

» Coordination:

▪ Agreements were in place (including the associated Memorandums of Understanding) with local, city, 

county, and state emergency management organizations for parking and storage of equipment.

▪ Participated in Mutual Assistance calls with Regional Mutual Assistance Groups (RMAGs) to discuss 

plans and impacts of coastal storm, resource needs, and availability.

▪ Initiated communications with key external stakeholders focusing upon the potential of a coastal 

storm event.

▪ Established communication with transportation agencies to get updates on transportation due to 

storm.

▪ Contacted other utilities and contractors regarding availability for gas and electric support..
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Sample Northeast LDC 

Preparations—Bomb Cyclone (2)

» Procedures, Materials, Staffing:

▪ Ensured Emergency Preparedness to coordinate augmented requirements with gas and electric 

operations.

▪ Initiated the appropriate level Incident Command Structure (ICS)

▪ Activated the necessary System Emergency Assignments for supplemental resources requirements

▪ Reviewed and updated materials and equipment required before, during, and after a significant 

coastal storm;

▪ Reviewed and updated staffing requirements

▪ Reviewed past coastal storm performances and implementation/documentation of process 

improvements realized thereby. 

▪ Ensured protection of locally stored equipment and critical supplies, from potential flood damage.

▪ Identified and updated staging/evacuation areas for the purpose of storing equipment and materials 

in response to a significant coastal storm.

▪ Coordinated with Logistics and other supporting groups, as appropriate, to update this information.

▪ Assigned employees to emergency storm positions.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND 

OBSERVATIONS, RESILIENCE IN THE 

FACE OF WEATHER CHALLENGES
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The Gas Industry Showed its 

Resilience through Major Challenges

» Based on the public records, interviews, and observations of the three major weather 

events affecting the last year, the gas industry faced the full range of the challenges 

weather can pose, and prevailed convincingly.

» Succeeding through these events without reportable issues fully demonstrates the 

first aspect of resilience -- resistance to shocks that can cause damage..

» Rapid recovery from or mitigation of any issues that did occur demonstrates the 

second aspect of resilience.

» The most significant effects that were observed were the economic consequences of 

the freeze and Bomb Cyclone, primarily involving gas prices for power generation 

where sufficient firm commitments were not in place.
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The Northeast Experience Shows 

More about Choices than Resilience

» In the areas hardest-hit by the freeze and Bomb Cyclone, price behavior reflected the 

contractual choices of pipeline users in the market, and otherwise generally tracked 

normal supply and demand.

» In power markets, successful management of gas along with other resources 

maintained reliability, sometimes holding gas in reserve for economic reasons.

» The extent to which some coal and nuclear facilities were temporarily relied upon 

could suggest that as those facilities phase out and gas becomes more of a dominant 

baseload fuel, the longstanding need for more firm transportation in some markets 

may be exacerbated and confirmed.

» The need for market participants to firm up their contractual requirements as the 

generation mix evolves does not indicate a lack of resilience in natural gas supply 

and infrastructure—just a need for the market to evolve.
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Footnotes

1_/ The Natural Gas Council (NGC) comprises the primary national trade associations for the natural gas industry: the American Gas Association; the    

American Petroleum Institute; the Independent Petroleum Association of America; the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America; and the 

Natural Gas Supply Association.

2_/ https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/resilient

3_/ Presidential Directive PPD-21, ““the ability to prepare for and adapt to changing conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions. 

Resilience includes the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring threats or incidents.”

4_/ https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/reports-analyses/st-mkt-ovr/som-rpt-2006.pdf

5_/ https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/reports-analyses/st-mkt-ovr/2017-som-A-3.pdf

6_/ “What the Heck is a Bomb Cyclone?” Rachel Feltman, Popular Science, January 3, 2018 https://www.popsci.com/bomb-cyclone

7_/ S&P Global Market Intelligence, Daily Gas Report, January 8, 2018 page 11, Electronic Bulletin Board Operationally Available Capacity reports for 

Algonquin Gas Transmission and Transcontinental Gas Pipeline, analysis by RBN.

8_/ Ibid.

9_/ https:/www.netl.doe.gov/energy-

analyses/temp/ReliabilityandtheOncomingWaveofRetiringBaseloadUnitsVolumeITheCriticalRoleofThermalUnits_031318.pdf

10_/ http://www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/weather-related/20180413-pjm-response-to-netl-report.ashx

11_/ www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/weather-related/20180226-january-2018-cold-weather-event-7_7_report.ashx

https://www.iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/2018/02/02272018_pr_remarks_state-of-the-grid.pdf

http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic_miwg/meeting_materials/2018-04-02/Item%202C%20-

%20NYISO%20Winter%20Operations.pdf

12_/ www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/weather-related/20180226-january-2018-cold-weather-event-report.ashx, p. 18

13_/ Ibid, p. 17.
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APPENDIX A

JULY 2017 NGC RELIABILITY 

REPORT

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/resilient
https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/reports-analyses/st-mkt-ovr/2017-som-A-3.pdf
http://www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/
http://www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/weather-related/
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APPENDIX B

TYPES OF PIPELINE SERVICE 

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 

GENERATORS
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A Primer on Types of Service Customers 

Can Choose and the Results

Basic Pipeline Service Offerings Customers Can Choose:

1. Firm Service:  The customer pays a fixed monthly charge to reserve capacity 
between specific points on the pipeline, essentially leasing space whether gas flows 
or not.  This is the highest-priority service, for which the pipeline invests capital.

2. Interruptible Service:  The customer pays a charge per unit, only as gas actually 
flows, incurring no cost if gas does not flow.  A lower priority service than firm, subject 
to availability of pipeline capacity with no guarantee of service.  Pipelines generally do 
not invest capital to support interruptible service.

3. Secondary Firm Service: A hybrid, this service occurs when a firm customer 
deviates from the designated contractual receipt and delivery points—service is 
allowed, but is lower priority than service between the contractual points, which is 
known as “Primary Firm.” 

Together, Secondary Firm and interruptible service are referred to by some pipeline 
customers as “non-firm service,” although Secondary Firm is really a lower-priority 
category of firm service as compared with Primary Firm service.
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The Meaning of Firm Service

» “Firm” vs. “non-firm” service is not an obscure distinction drawn by the pipeline 

industry for some arbitrary reason. The distinction is at the heart of customer choice 

in the open-access pipeline environment:  The type of service is a choice by the 

customer, determining the customer’s selected level of reliability and the pipeline’s 

financial commitment to supporting that reliability:

▪ Firm customers are making a fixed financial commitment to the reservation of capacity, a 

commitment that underpins the pipeline’s investment in that capacity.

▪ Non-firm customers are choosing to “pay as they go” as capacity is available, thus running 

the risk that firm customers will use all the pipeline’s capacity (for which they have pre-paid).

» The firm/non-firm distinction is directly analogous to the difference between an airline 

passenger with a reserved seat, and a standby passenger:

▪ If the plane is full, the standby passenger (“non-firm”) must wait until space is available, while 

the reserved-seat (“firm”) passenger has priority.  

▪ “Non-firm” natural gas pipeline customers are in the same situation—by not having made a 

commitment to the pipeline, they cannot expect equal priority to committed firm customers, or 

expect new investment on their behalf.
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Firm Transportation Has Been a Success

Physical Reliability of Firm Service

» As noted earlier, due to the reliability characteristics and the capable and sophisticated 

operation of pipeline systems, the industry exhibited a 99.79 percent reliability in fulfilling its 

firm contract obligations (primary service between contractual points) over the ten years 

through 2016.

Price Stability through Access to Major Supply Points

» Additionally, firm customers have been able to buy supply at supply-area prices, then 

transport it through their reserved capacity--avoiding regional constraint-driven price 

escalation.  Conversely, during constrained periods, non-firm customers frequently are 

subject to very high constraint-driven market-area prices in the spot market, because they 

are subject to a sellers’ market.

Marketers Offer Additional Transportation Options

» Other contract options can include rebundled service offered by marketers, for example providing 

flexible capacity on the pipeline throughout 24-hour gas day, along with options for a range of 

other service and levels of firmness.
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Gas and the Power Industry (1)

» Evolution of the power industry to greater reliance on natural gas has brought fuel reliability 
and resilience into sharper focus.

▪ The generator, like any customer, is free to select the level of service priority that suits its needs and 
willingness to pay.

▪ The pipeline resilience and reliability are independent of the level of service priority contracted by the 
generator.

» Instances in which natural gas was not available to power generators virtually always 
involved non-firm service, rather than the firm-service offerings of the pipelines.

» Additionally, in examining reliability, it is important to know the character of the gas-supply 
arrangements feeding the subject transportation.

▪ Has the generator arranged for pipeline transportation with ready access to the large, flexible and liquid gas 
supply markets throughout the industry? 

▪ Is the generator relying upon the daily spot market, at the outlets of constrained portions of the pipeline 
network (portions in which the committed firm customers are using all of the capacity for which they have 
paid)?  

▪ It also matters whether the customer chose to make arrangements (contractual or portfolio structures) to be 
able to call on commodity gas supply upon short notice (e.g., over a weekend when multi-day arrangements 
can cause much of the available supply to be spoken for).

» Reliability for any individual customer is a function of the contractual relationships 
for both supply and transportation that the customer has chosen to put in place. The 
overall system physical reliability is a separate issue and has been excellent.
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APPENDIX C

API TRANSCRIPT REGARDING

HURRICANE PERFORMANCE
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APPENDIX D

EIA REPORT ON 

BOMB CYCLONE
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